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Module 6 Analysis of Learning Materials 
Introduction 
Module 6 .contfnues with the applfcation of the concept of developmental 
stages in your physics reachtng. The module concentrates on the analysis of 
physics t e x t s  and f i l m  loops, which provide important instructional inputs f o r  
students.  &a you read the excerpts we have selected for your review, keep in 
mind the characteristics of concrete and formal thought explained in Module 2. 
Also, remember that a l l  students, regardless of their developmental stage, w i l l  
find the  t e x t  easier and w i l l  understand a new topic in a more broadly-based way 
if they can progress gradually from a concrete view of the subject . Of course, 
some students will progress further than others in grasping a l l  the implications 
and subtleties contained in their readlng. 
, 
To assist you in classifying text passages and film loops as to their 
requirements for  concrete and formal reasoning patterns. 
!h i s  module includes four text passages, two film loops and a review item 
t o  be analyzed f o r  their demand on a student's r e a s m h g  patterns. We have high- 
l i g h t e d  certain features of these excerpts to indicate what makes a passage more 
or less accessible t o  the use of concrete reasoning only.  In conclusion, we have 
l i s t e d  criteria that you may use to evaluate physics texts or to help you prepare 
instructional materials of your own. Please choose a partner w i t h  whom you can 
Work and exchange ideas durlng the module. Then use t h e  activitJes in the 
attached instructionaX materials in the order given. 
Module 6 Instructional Materials 
1. Excerpts A and B: Couiomb's Law 
The first two excerpts we have chosen deal with Coulomb's law. Since the 
mathematical formulation of Coulomb's law makes use of direct and tnverse 
proportions, formal reasoning is undoubtedly required for full comprehensfon. 
Nevertheless, a careful explanation that takes into account concrete thinking 
patterns can help the concrete or transitional students, present in 
substantsal numbers in high school and college classes, grasp some of the 
underlying relattonships among force, distance, and magnitude of charge, a t  
least qualitatively. The formal thi&er is also go ing  t o  be helped t o  a 
richer understanding, achteved more easily, by such an explanation. 
An important matter not identifiable from the excerpts is the student's 
concept of force. If force w a s  deftued In terms of actions and examples 
(deformation of a spring or rubber band, bending of a beam, weight), the 
student at the stage of concrete thought will have a chance to enlarge his 
understanding through the electrostatic application, If force was defined 
in terms of other concepts (mass and acceleration), no presentation of 
Coulomb 's law wf 11 be underst andable in terms of concrete reasoning patterns 
fn the margins next t o  the text passages we have identfffed items that 
requfre identif iable patterns of reasoning on the part of the reader. In 
our opfnfon, Excerpt A makes an effort to communicate by means of concrete 
patterns of reasoning, but Bcerpt B doea not, Please read the two excerpts 
now, discuss their content and the marginal notes with your partner, and 
then continue on t o  the next excerpts. 
Excerpt A 
Electric Charge and Electric Force 
In an electrically neutral body the effects of 
positive and negative electric particles cancel. 
A positively charged. body contains uncanceled 
positive particles, and a negatively charged 
hody contains uncanceled negative particles. 
Thus the charge of a hody depends on the un- 
canceled excess of positive or of' negative par- 
cxccss of' positive or of  negative eIcctric particles 
on each body. Just how does the force depend 
upon the excess of electric particles? To answer 
this question we need a scheme to divide the 
excess of particles in a known way-in haIf, in 
thirds, etc. Suppose we touch a charged metal 
sphere with an identical uncharged sphere (Fig. 
27-2). Then the electric particles will move 
around unril they are shared equally by both 
spheres. Each sphere will have half the original 
charge. 
' The sharing of electric charge. When a chorged sphere 
is  touched to an identical uncharged one, the excels of 
electric particles divides equally. The fmal distribution of 
charge must be symmetrical. as shown in (c). 
What happens to the electric forces when 
charges are shared? We mzasure the forcc of 
repulsion between two charged spheres A and 
C' at n certain separation. 'T'hen we h'alve the 
charge on A by sharing it with an identical 
%$here B. The force of repulsion between'A 
and C (still at the same separation) is also cut 
in half. Furthermore. we get the same force 
when ,-I 15 replaced by 8, the identical sphere 
with n l~irh it  shared its charge. Apparently, 
charge and force are proportional. as we might 
have guessed. 
Dependence on charge 
separation : 
Explained Itn detail in 
the pre cedlng sect ion,  
which also f l lustrates 
the design and action 
of t he  torsion balance. 
Charge sharing: 
Reference to a sphere 
with eight positive charges 
by means of a diagram. Note; 
however, the unphysical concep- 
t i on  suggested b y  the  arrangement 
of charges Iln f i g .  27-2b. 
Comparison of Forces: 
Identifies importance 
of keeping the same separation. 
, - comparison of ,charnes: 
Such experiments giye us a way of comparing 
charges quantitatively: ,Two charges are equal 
if they experience equal forces at a given dis- 
tance from any third charge. One charge is 
twice another when it experiences. twice the 
force. When a charge i s  halved by charge shar- 
ing, the force exerted on it by a third charge i s  
aIso halved. In general, charges are compared 
hy the ratio of the forces exerted on them by 
any other charge at a given distance. This ratio 
does no! depend on the magnitude of the 
"other" charge nor on the distance apart (Fig. 
27-3). Equivalently, we can compare the ratio 
of rhe forces exerted on the "'other" charge by 
each of the two charges being compared. 
Now let us summarize our knowledge in alge- 
braic language. The electric force on a charge 
q i s  proportional to the charge: F a 4. When 
this furce is the force of interaction on the 
charge q by another small body of charge Q, the I 
force is  also proportional to the other charge. 
We can write this proportionality to both the 
, 
charges as F a qQ. 
We now have a definite meaning for charge, 
and we know how the electric force depends on 
the charges. We can combine this knowledge 
with C.oulomb's expefiments. They tell us that 
the force is inversely proportional to the square 
of the separation r between the charges. So we 
arrive at the complete expression for the force 
of interaction between two charges. The mag- 
nitude of the force on either charged body is 
where the proportionality factor k depends only 
on the units in which we measure forces, sepa- 
rations, and charges. 
Interrupts' the explanation 
and %s therefore not 
correctly placed for a 
concre te-thinking reader 
who is concentrating on 
how the electric  force 
depends on the magnitude 
of the  charge. 
~ ~ ~ i i c a b f  lf ty t o  
point charges : 
Bodies described as 
'"small ; " 
To compare two charges, A and 8, we place them in turn 
at the same distance from. any other charge X, and 
measure the forces. The ratio of the charges equals the 
ratio of the forces: q A / q ~ i  = FA/h#. What do you think is 
ihc ratio of the farces exerted on X7 
Excerpt B 
COULOMB'S LAW 
The first quantitative investigation of the law of force 
between charged bodies was carried out by Charles 
Augustin de Coulomb ( 1  736- 1806) in 1784, utilizing 
for the measurement of forces a torsion balance of 
the type employed 13 years later by Cavendish in 
measuring gravitational forces. Coulomb found that 
the force of attraction or repulsion between two 
"point charges," that is, charged bodies whose di- 
mensions arc small compared with the distance r 
between them, is inversely proportional to the square 
of this distance. 
The force also depends on the quantity of 
charge on each body. The net charge of a body might 
be described by a statement of the excess number of 
electrons or protons in the body. I n  practice. how- 
ever. the charge of a body is expressed in terms of a 
unit much larger than the charge of an individual 
electrrm or proton. We shall use the letter q or Q to 
represent the charge of a body, postponing for the 
presenl the definition of the unit of charge. 
In C'c.rulon~b's time. no unit of charge had been 
defined. nor had any method been developed lot 
comparing a given charge with a unit. Despite this. 
Coulornh devised an ingenious method of showing 
how the force exerted on or by a charged body 
depended on its charge. He reasoned that if a 
charged spherical conductor were brought in contact 
with a second identical conductor, originally un- 
charged, the charge on the first would, by symmetry, 
be shared equally between the conductors. Be thus 
had a method for obtaining one-half, one-quarter, 
and so on, of any given charge. The results of his 
experiments were consistent with the conclusion that 
the force hetween two point charges q and 4 is 
proportional to the product of thee charges. The 
complete expression for the force between two point 
charges is therefore 
where k is a proportionality constant whose rnagni- 
tude depends m the unitsin which F, q, g', and r are 
expressed. Equation (24-1) is the mathematical state- 
ment of what is known today as Coulomb3 law: 
4 p l i c a b i l i t y  to point charges : 
t I Point charges1'iden- 
t i f i e d  as having small 
dimensions compared to 
the distance of separa- 
t i on ,  another ratio to 
be taken in to  account. 
Dependence on charge separation : 
Summarizes the result 
fn one sentence, with- 
out reference to 
spec i f ic  examples at 
thfs  point .  
Charge sharing: 
Abstract reasoning 
and general conclu- 
sion only.  
Cornpatison of forces: 
Summarizes propostion- 
a l i t y  without reference 
to  separation. 
The force' of arrracrion or repulsion betwen two p i n t  
charges is directly proportional to the product of the 
charges and inversely proporrional ro the square of [he 
di-?lance between [hem, 
2. Excorpb .C and D: Kinetic Enemy 
Study Excerpts C and D w i t h  your partner, taking note of the marginal comments 
as you d i d  before. Evaluate their demand for concrete or formal patterns of 
reasoning, then compare with our evaluation on the next page. 
Excerpt C 
kinrfic energy KE 
work W 
nct fmr F 
displurm*~en/ component 
along the force 
direction ' &ST 
1 position relutivr to starfing 
M n t  s 
velocity v 
rlapstd time t 
m i o n  14.18 
mass M 
14-6 Kincfi~. energy 
You probably h2r.e learned that the distance required to stop a car 
increases fourfold when its speed doubles. Have you ever wondered 
why? ,When a bicycle rider approaches a hill. he usually pedals xi 
fast as he can so that he will get to the top of the h i 1  more easily. Just 
how far up will his speed carry him? In both these examples. there i s  
a transfer of energy from kinetic energy to another type: thermal 
energy.of [he brakes, or gravitational field energy of the bicycle, rider, 
and eanh syslem. 
As we have said in Chapter 4, kinetic energy is the energy stored in 
moving objects. Thus, the kinetic energy of the car determines how 
far it will advance'as the brakes bring it to a stop. The bicyclist maxi- 
mizes his kinetic energy as he approaches the hill. 
When a force acts on a panicle, its velocity or momentum changes, 
and usually its energy changes also, In this section we will derive a 
mathernatica1 model for the relation of kinetic energyto speed. We will 
show how this relation can be used in conjunction with the law of con- 
servation of energy to predict the motion of objects under many cir- 
cumstances. such as the car coming to a stop and the bicycle moving 
uphill. 
&rimtion. Instead of constructing the model in the light of ex- 
perimental results. we will derive it from Newton's theory. Imagine a 
particle at rest (zero speed, zero kinetic energy) that is acted upon by  
a constant net force until it is moving with the velocity v. The kinetic 
energy of the panicle is, according to the law of cansewation of 
enezy, equal to the work done by the net force (Eq. 14.16). TO find 
the w d ,  we have to calculate the distance through which the partide 
moved while i t  was being accelerafed by the action d the force. 
.This problem is very similar to the problem of free fall solved in 
Section 14.4. There, too. a constant Force speeded up a particle that 
was initially at rest. The principal differences between that and the 
pmsenl tasks are that now the force can be any force (not only the 
force of gravity), and the motion can occur in any direction (not only 
verticelty). Still, the motion and the force are in the same direction, 
because the particle starts from rest (Fig. 14.20). 
The relative position of the panicle is equal lo one hall of the velocity 
times thc time (Eq. 14-17 from Eq. 14.10). The net force also can be 
related to the actual velocity [cqud to the change of velocity) and to 
the elapsed time (Eq. 14- 18 from Eq. 14-5). Since the force. the ve- 
locity, and the relative position are dl in the same direction, the com- 
ponent of the displacement along the force direction i s  equal to the 
magnitude of the relative positjpn (Eq. 14- 19). When the formulas are 
combined Lo calculate the work and therefore the kinetic encrgy, wc 
obtain a mathematical model (Eq. 14-20), 
FEgurc 14.20 The kine~ic 
mergy of Q particle is eq1111 to 
thr work done by a constmni 
force that accelerates ?he 
purticlefmnt zura vvIoci?y to its 
actual v~Ioci@. Thc JOKP 
requiwd and the position 
relntive to the starting point 
rearlwd h.v the parricle ore 
r~lulrd m Ntr vrloci~y by 
Eqs. 14-17 and 14.IIY. 
sl&rking 
point 
Tvo fami l iar  examples, 
described with refer- 
ence t o  ki~etic energy 
Feedback : 
The concqt  of k i n e t i c  
energy has evidently 
been introduced earlter, 
though not related t o  
the mass and s?eed of the moving 
Introduction of 
a net force: 
Anticipation o f  rela-  
tion between kinetic 
energy and speed 
Selection of a 
constant forc~: 
Reference t o  Newton'g 
fheorp, but  no rationale 
far constant force. , 
Introduction of 
work : 
_. 
Reference t o  energy 
eonservat f on 
Algebraic 
derivation: 
Leans w earlfer treat- 
meat of free fall frm 
rest which. was illusrra- 
ted with stroboscopic 
photographs and tables 
of time-distance data; 
the discussfon para- 
phrases the equations 
very concisely and with- 
out new examples; keeps 
direction of motion . 
general 
Final 
-
Conclusion: 
The specific form of the 
speed-kinerfc energy 
relation is exhibited 
Excerpt I) 
~ o m p l t t * l 7  abstract state- 
ment about forces, Bbjects, 
and accelerations. 
7-5 Kinetic Energy and'the Work-Energy neorem 
In our prcviotts cxrtrnples of work done by 'forces, we dealt kth  urn& , , 
~ekrated objects. It1 such cascs thr resnlianq fume act in^ on the object is 
zero. I R ~  11s SUPPOSC no\v that Ihe resnllant forrt acting on an object ia 
mf xro, 10 1 1 1 ~ t  lltr ohject is occeler.atcrl. The toriditions arc the same in a11 
r~spccts to those that mist when sirtgtc unbrrlanccd force acts on the 
object. 
The sinlpl~st siituatiorh to corlaidcr is  that of n um&ant reeulianlforce F. 
Such la forcc, arfi~lg on a particlc of maas m, will p d u c c  a cotista~it 
a~crleratiot~ o. Let us choose thp  I-fixis to be in t h ~  co~nnlon direction af F 
and a. \'hat is the work done by t,lhs force on thc particle in causing a 
diaplacen~~ut z? Mtc have (for co~istar~t accclcration) the rebliona 
+ 
I - ug 
, amL 
t 
and 
t r + v a +  
t -,- 
2 b* 
which are Eqs. 3-R2 and 3-14 respectively (in which we have dropped the 
subscript r, far convenience, and c h m n  xo = Q in the b t  equation). Here 
vo is  the particle's sped at t = 0 and u i ts speed at the time t. Then the 
work done is - 
IF' = Fx = maz 
We call me-half Ma product o j  fie mass of a bady anrd lhe 8guare of i ts  aped  
the kinetic m r g y  of the Mu. If we represent kinetic e n m u  by the aymbol 
X, then 
K - +vt. (7-12) 
We n~ay then state Eq. 7-1 1 in thia way: The work dune by the resultantforce 
ocling ma a pariicIc is quai lo ih charage in fhe . . kinetic mergy of the pmla'tle. 
Feedback: 
Reminder of behavior o f  
unaccelerated objects to 
s e t  the stage f o r  now 
doing sowthing  else. 
introduction df 
s net  force: 
Reminder of relation bet- 
ween force and acceleration 
Selection of a constant 
force: ' , 
-
Implied reference to 
Newton's law, but no 
rat ionale for constant 
force. 
Introduction of work 
concept : 
Bo rationale far suddenly 
askfng about work 
Algebraic derivatfon: 
motes results from motion 
in one dimension with con- 
stant acceleration which 
was illustrated wfth time- 
distance and time-speed 
graphs: specializes to 
x-axis, but drops subscript. 
Final conclusion: 
The formula resulting from 
the algebraic operatloas is 
used to define the kinetic 
energy. 
In our opfnion, the first half  of Excerpt C can be understood by the use of 
concrete patterns sf reasoning and wfll therefore give a l l  readers a b e t t e r  under- 
standing (gut-feeling) of energy relationships. In spite of being intended f o r  very 
different readers than Excerpt D, the remainder of Excerpt C is discouragingly 
similar to D. S t i l l ,  the reader of C can amit t he  section entitled "~erivation" and 
come to grips with  kinetic energy in a q u a l i t a t h e  way; the reader of D gains at b e s t  
a very formula-based notion of k i n e t i c  energy, w i t h  40 idea how th i s  "energy'ys 
related to the energy he has met in h i s  every-day life, chemistry courses, etc.  
3. ~ommunlcatin~ by means of Concrete Reasoning Pattern 
By referring t o  the characteristics of concrete reasoning patterns described 
in Module 2, you can construct a list of items that will help you communicate 
at the  concrete level .  You can also review the features of formal reasoning 
patterns and then take special. care to avoid these,, or to call attention to 
those elements of formal thought that are used in the discussion because they 
appear unavoidable . 
You can make a presentation more concrete by: 
. I. Beginning with concrete situations. 
2. Illustrating the arguments w l t h  spec5 f ic examples. 
3. Providing "action models" or procedures that enable the student: to work' 
out an answer or verify a conclusf on through - concrete act ions (% which 
he may often fmagine himself) rather than through deductive or 
algebraic reasoning. 
4. Providing a clear overview of a complicated explanatton in advance, 
indicating the purpose and the principal steps.  
5. Making clear references to formal operations when these are used: 
a, Identlfy variables that axe held f i x e d  whtle others change; 
b . State assumptions that are made; 
c. Paraphrase equations fn words, and don't w e  equations as 
principal. parts  of a sentmce, "E = m c 2  is a consequence of 
Einstein ' s Relat ivf t y  Theory ; 'I 
d. Use diagrams to illustrate steps of the seasoning; 
e.  Enumerate some specif ic  instances when new cf asses or categories , 
are defined. 
6 .  Proceeding directly from known ox previously explained ideas to new 
11 ones; don't start with 'Tet us assume that . . . or "It is 
f l  
. convenient to . . . . 
7. Providing pictures of apparatus that is referred to .  
4. Film Loops " 
After you and pour partner have completed your work an the tex t  passages, go 
t o  one of the f i lm 100p projection stations in the module area, You w i l l  'find 
two film loops, (1) "Superpositton of Pulses on .a Spring" and (2) "Conservation 
of Energy." Please v i e w  them %a the order 2-2, and read the f i lm notes for 
each one so you can evaluate a student's reactfon to them, Determine the loops' 
s u i t a b i l i t y  in terms of their demand for concrete and formal reasoning patterns 
on the part of the viewer; use your experience w i t h  the t e x t  passages as 
basis  for your analysis, Then read our comments on the next page. If you 
wish ,  view the loops a second time t o  examine their scenes more c losely .  
5. "Superposition of Pulses on a Springt' a 
This film loop.would ordinarily be used by a student who had been introduced 
t o  the superposftion p r i n c i p l e  An class discussion, or who had been asked to read 
about it in the text. The film does not attempt t o  provide a discussion of the 
principle, but only exhibits the phenomenon of superposition. 
It w i l l .  be apparent to you that this  example caa be qu.ickly understood by a 
concrete operational thlnker. The phenomenon of superposition is clearly shown 
at normal speed and in slow motion. Various aspects of the process that: mfght be 
overlooked if only a s h g l e  spring were used are highlighted by the Ingenious 
technique of sending pulses along three identical sprfngs, supported side by side. 
Note the  way in which the demonstration i s  presented, proceeding fxom the simple 
to the more complex aspects of the phenomenon belng illustrated. (For example, 
the longitudinal case followed the transverse illustration. ) 
Observe that even if a student overlooked the f i l m  notes,  he would st i l l  
derive a considerable amount of informatian from the film because of the direct 
way Tn d f c h  the phenomenon is presented. Since this f i l m  requires no formal 
reasoning operations t o  be performed by * the viewer, ft may be classified as 
suitable f o r  concrete thtnkers. 
6 .  ttCanservation of Energy" 
This film came to our attentf-on when a graduate student who was using it with a 
group of freshmen in a physf cs course for non-science majors complained that the 
f i l m  d i d  nor contain enough information for the viewer to obcalln the results 
quoted. The f i l r n  shows a glider being accelerated along an air track. TChe 
captions assert that one can shw from the data provfded that the work done on 
the glider is equal to the change in the glider's kinetic energy. Can you 
ident i fy  the problem that  the graduate student: was having? How mfght you modify 
the film to make  it at least partly understandable by the use of concrete 
reasoning patterns? (Hint: re-read our comments about text excerpts C and D.) 
Module 6 Review Queatlons 
Excerpt E 
Excerpt E is presented for your reading and analysis. A t  i t s  
cqnclusion on the next page we have posed four questions 
.. . C 
related t o  the sect ions numbered 
Several times we have used thk phrase *'uniform motion.'' in the margin. 
Precisely what does this mean? Consider the motion of an 
air puck on a horizontal surface. Figure 6-2 illustrates such 
a puck moving to the right. The circles represent positions 
that the puck occupied at different times as it moved. These 
positins might have been determined by examining suc- ' 
'Time '(sec): 0 1 2 3 
air mouing to the right. 
cessive frames of film taken by a motion-picture camera, 
As we see from Figure 62, the distance traveled by the 
puck in each 1.0-sec interval is the same, namely 20 cm. 
Assume, now, that the speed of the camera is doubled. The 
time between successive frames would be reduced to 
13.5 sec. If the puck is engaged in uniform motion, then the 
distance between any two successive positions of the puck 
would be 10 cm. If, for any eq~lal time intervals we choose 
the distance intervals are also equal, the; the motion is 
uniform. 
The speed of an object in uniform motion is defined as 
the ratio of a distance interval to the corresponding time 
interval. This can be written as an equation: 
speed = distance interval 
time interval 
I Usually scientists prefer to write such equations in symbols. 
The symbol commonly used for speed is v. The u really 
stands'for velocity. To specify the velocity completely, you 
must h o w  not only the speed but also the direction of the 
. . 
motion. Until the direction . .. of mation assumes more im- 
portance in our discussion, we will use-the two words inter- 
changeably. The distance interval can be thought of as the . 
difference hetween two readings of position, x, read from 
a meter stick at rest parallel to the path of the object, and 
the time interval can he fho~q$f of as the difference be- 
tween two readings of time, t, read frrrn~ a cloc:k. The 
symbol A before a quantity means a change in that quantity, 
so Equation 6- 1 .iyrn!mlically becomes 
If the motion is not uniform, it is still possible to cEefine 
an amage ueEocfty. Take any distance intern1 and divide 
by the corresponding time interval: 
-2 
Equations 6-2 and 6-3 are very similar. The difference is 
that for uniform motion, the speed calculated from Equa- 
tion 6-2 is independent of the interval selected, whereas 
for nonunifom motion, the average velocity calculated 
from Equation 8-3 may come out to be a large number 
for one particular interval and a mall number for a differ- 
ent interval. 
Please discuss your answers to these questions w i t h  your partner and/or ,other 
workshop participants. You might compare w i t h  the items on page 6-8 and the reasoning 
patterns described Tn Nodule 2. Our ideas  are br ie f ly  described at the bottom of the  
Paw 
1. What reasoning pattern is required by the opening of the excerpt, l t e m  I? How 
might the openfng have been made more cmcrete? How might it have been made 
more formal? . 
2. What level reasoning pattern is requfred to follow the generalization from the 
original example intraduced tn Item 2? Is this necessary t o  d e f h e  uniform 
motion? Does it go far enough to d e f h e  uniform m o t i o n ?  Could it have been 
done more clearly? 
3. How does I t e m  3 h e l p  the reader? Should the text have given more emphasis to 
the directional requirements on uniform ma tlon, poss ible  in connection with 
l t e m  2? Should t h i s  explanation of the synbol v have been omitted? 
4. In I t e m  4 ,  t he  average velocity i a  defined by an arithmetic procedure. Wht 
level  of reasonfng pattern is involved in t h i s  def ini t ion? What level of 
reasoning pat tern is fnvolved 3s ' the explanat ion that relates this def ini t ion 
to t h e  case of mi form motion? How we21 is the reader prepared for the  transition 
from uniform to non-miform motion? 
5. C a n  you spot any sections that: require formal reasoning patterns outside the 
numbered items? Explain your reasons and suggest other ways of handling the 
material. Do you have any comments on the overall organization of Excerpt E? 
'.dtari pfnom spxtaaut  -pmbarm q q p ~  a ~ d m ~ x a  
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